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Let A be the automorphism group of the one-rooted regular binary tree T and2
G the subgroup of A consisting of those automorphisms admitting a ``finite
 .description'' in their action on T . Let N G be the normaliser of G in A, let2 A
 .  .Aut G be the group of automorphisms of G, and let End G be the semigroup ofA
endomorphisms of G induced by conjugation by elements of A. Then G is the
 .infinite iterated wreath product . . . X C X C , and A is the topological limit of2 2
 .  .G. We study in some detail the structure of G, Aut G , and End G . InA
 .  .particular, we prove N G is isomorphic to Aut G , contains a copy of A itself,A
 .and is a proper subgroup of End G . Furthermore we discuss connections withA
automata and introduce the notion of functionally recursive automorphisms of T .2
Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
Infinite regular one-rooted trees appear in automata theory and in
combinatorial group theory. They are subgraphs of homogeneous trees
which figure prominently in the Bass]Serre theory of groups acting on
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w xtrees 9 . Various classes of groups have faithful representations as groups
of automorphisms of one-rooted regular trees. For instance, for any prime
p, groups which are finitely generated and residually ``finite p-groups''
have such representations.
For the setup in the case of more general one-rooted regular trees we
w xrefer to the lecture notes 11 . In this paper we restrict attention to the
automorphism groups of one-rooted binary trees. This presents certain
notational and conceptual simplifications over the general case. Although
this study involves many of the essential combinatorial features to be
found when considering the automorphism groups of one-rooted trees of
higher finite valence, we have not attempted to indicate the appropriate
generalization of our results.
We begin by introducing the binary tree T , the group of automorphisms2
 .A s Aut T , and the base group of automorphisms G. First, let M be the2
 4free monoid generated by the ``alphabet'' 0, 1 , with identity element é
and ordered by the relation: u F u9 if, and only if, u9 is a prefix of u.
< <There is a level function on T arising from u , the number of syllables in2
 .u g M; the root vertex é has level 0. The tree T is the graph of M, F2
 .see Fig. 1 , and it is a metric space where for any two vertices u and ¨
with largest common prefix w, the distance between u and ¨ is defined by
 . < < < < < <d u, ¨ s u q ¨ y 2 w .
The tree T satisfies two important properties.2
 .  4i Given u g M, the set of descendents u ? M s u ? ¨ N ¨ g M
form a subtree isomorphic to the original tree T . The canonical isomor-2
phism is given by deleting the prefix u.
 .ii The tree T is the direct limit of the set of finite subtrees2
j  < < 4T s ¨ N ¨ g M, ¨ F j , defined for j G 0.2
We note that T is a subtree of the homogeneous tree R obtained by2 3
X  4taking another copy T of T formed from an alphabet 09, 19 and with2 2
FIG. 1. One-rooted binary tree.
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root vertex Ø9, and then connecting these two graphs with an edge
 .between é and Ø9 see Fig. 2 .
Let A denote the automorphism group of T ; i.e., the group of isome-2
tries of T considered as a metric space. Let x be the automorphism of T2 2
interchanging 0m and 1m for any m in the monoid M.
An automorphism a which fixes the vertices labelled by 0, 1 is repre-
 .sented as an ordered pair a , a where a is the automorphism of the0 1 i
 4  .subtree headed by i g 0, 1 . Since these subtrees are standardly isomor-
phic to T , we identify the a 's with automorphisms of T . Therefore, a2 i 2
 .general automorphism a may be represented inductively as a s a , a ?0 1
if  4x , where i g 0, 1 . Observe that continuing as above, an automorphismf
 i00 i01 .  i10 i11 ..  i0 i1. ifof T may be developed in the form . . . x , x , x , x x , x x2
 4where each exponent i g 0, 1 , m g M; in particular, the given automor-m
phism determines a sequence composed of 0, 1. Conversely, each sequence
composed of 0, 1 can be suitably interpreted in terms of the development
of an automorphism of T . It follows from this that the cardinality of2
 . / 0  .  .Aut T is 2 . Multiplication is determined by x ? a , a ? x s a , a2 0 1 1 0
 .  .  .and a , a ? b , b s a b , a b . It follows from this that the point-0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
 4wise stabilizer of 0, 1 is, in our notation, A = A. This justifies writing the
abstract equation A s A X C , where C is generated by x.2 2
The above representation of a tree automorphism a is in the form of an
infinite product of automorphisms. In general, given a sequence of auto-
 4morphisms a N i G 0 , their products b s . . . a . . . a a and g si i 2 1
a a . . . a . . . are well-defined automorphisms, provided that for any level1 2 i
k, there exists a natural number m such that only finitely many of thek
factors a have non-trivial action for i F m . If u g M has length k, theni k
 .  .  .  .u b s u a . . . a a and u g s u a a . . . a . Thus we may definem 2 1 1 2 mk k
the following closure operation: given H a subset of A, let H a be the set
of definable infinite products of elements from H. It follows from the
observation about the infinite products b and g above, that if H is a
subgroup, then so also is H a.
Define the following involutory automorphisms of T : x s x, x s2 0 1
 .  .  .  ..  .1, x , x s 1, x s 1, 1 , 1, x , and inductively, x s 1, x for0 2 1 0 i iy1
 4i G 1. Let G be the group generated by the set x , x , . . . . We call G the0 1
FIG. 2. Regular ternary tree.
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 .base group of the tree. Note that G is the restricted infinitely iterated
 .wreath product . . . X C X C . Since every finite 2-group is isomorphic to2 2
a subgroup of a wreath product of C iterated a finite number of times,2
 . a. . . X C X C contains a copy of every finite 2-group, and the closure G2 2
of G is A. Note that in this case also, we may write the abstract equation
G s G X C .2
This paper studies the structure of the base group G in terms of normal
subgroups, conjugacy classes, automorphisms, and endomorphisms induced
by conjugation by elements of A. The elements of G, in particular,
determine finite-state automata. In Section 3 we define the more general
notion of a functionally recursi¨ e automorphism, and investigate some of
the properties of these automorphisms.
In Section 4 we prove a Krull]Schmidt theorem for the base group G.
In Section 5 we determine the conjugacy classes of G. The structure of the
centralizer in G of a generator x is described in Section 6, and is shown ini
Theorem 6.1 to characterize the conjugacy class of x .i
 .The main results about Aut G are proved in Section 7. Theorem 7.1
 .  .  .shows that Aut G is isomorphic to N G and Aut T is embedded inA 2
 .Aut G . We also prove in Proposition 7.9 that every endomorphism a in
 .End G is rigid, in the sense that for every generator x of G, there existsA i
a g g G such that a : x ª x g i.i i i
  . 4In Section 8 we study the semigroup S s a N a s a ? g, a , g g G of
y1  y1 4endomorphisms of G. Theorem 8.1 shows that S s s N s g S inter-
 .  .sects End G only trivially. It follows that N G is properly contained inA A
 .End G . Indeed, in Theorem 9.1 of Section 9 it is proven that S containsA
a subsemigroup C such that the group generated by C is a torsion-free
abelian group of infinite rank.
Families of finitely generated infinite Burnside groups have been con-
 w x.structed as subgroups of one-rooted trees see 1, 12, 5, 6 . Subgroups of
the automorphism groups of regular trees of index less than 2/ 0 have been
w xstudied in 7 . Automorphism groups of finitely iterated wreath products of
 w x.finite abelian p-groups have been completely described see 2 . The
 .techniques used below for calculating Aut G draw from those developed
w xin 10 .
2. THE BASE GROUP G
 4For i, j s 0, 1, . . . and i F j define G s gp x , . . . , x . In particular,i, j i j
 4  4G s gp x , . . . , x . We set G s gp x , x , . . . . Then G is isomor-0, j 0 j i, ` i iq1 0, j
phic to the iterated wreath product of C taken j times. Moreover, if T j2 2
denotes the finite graph obtained from T by deleting branches below the2
 .  j. `j q 1 st level, then Aut T ( G . Clearly G s D G . Also, G (2 0, j js1 0, j i, `
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G, since G is constructed in the same way as an infinite iterated wreathi, `
product of the cyclic groups C . Let w be the homomorphism w : G ª2
 .G ( G given by w x s x for each k s 1, 2, . . . .1, ` k kq1
Let S denote the pointwise stabilizer of the jth level of T . Then S isj 2 j
the normal closure in G of G . Of course the quotient group GrS (j, ` j
 4G s sbgp x , . . . , x . The collection of subgroups of finite index in0, jy1 0 jy1
A forms a base for the neighbourhoods of the identity element for a
 w x.topology making A into a topological group see Marshall Hall 3 . The
 .group A is the profinite in fact pro-2 completion of G. Then, A is the
inverse limit . . . ¤ GrS ¤ GrS .2 1
 4For any group L having an enumerable normal series L , withi
w x  4L : L s 2 and F L s 1 , we may construct a ``coset tree'' to serve asi iq1 i
a rooted binary tree T on which L acts faithfully. Thus every residually2
finite 2-group is a subgroup of A. For example, it follows that the free
group on two generators is a subgroup of A.
Finitely iterated wreath products of cyclic groups of order p, their limits,
and completions were first studied by L. Kaloujnine using the machinery of
 w x.``tableaux'' see 12 .
The wreath product construction for G amounts to the assertion that for
each i s 1, 2, . . . the subgroups x G x , G generate their directiy1 i, ` iy1 i, `
product in G. Based on this observation, we can derive the following
presentation of G:
2 w xgp x , x , . . . N x s x x x , x s 1, k G j G 1 , i s 0, 1, 2, . . . . . 40 1 i i kqi i jqi
There is the following normal form for the elements of G.
 4Let w be an element of G s gp x , x , . . . and suppose that x is the0 1 l
generator with the lowest subscript involved in a reduced expression for w.
Thus we may write w s u x u x u ??? u x u where u , . . . , u g0 l 1 l 2 r l rq1 0 rq1
G . However u x u x u x s u u x u x x s u u x u ,lq1, ` j l jq1 l jq2 l j jq2 l jq1 l l j jq2 l jq1
using the direct product structure. It follows that w can be written
 .uniquely in the form
1 ux ¨ or 2 ux ¨x , where u , ¨ g G . .  .l l l lq1, `
 4Since u, ¨ have smaller length than w as words in the generators x , x , . . .0 1
we can continue inductively to produce the required normal form for w.
It is sometimes useful to work with the HNN-extension H of G using
the homomorphism w : G ª G with stable letter t:1, `
k j2 t tH s gp x , t N x s 1, xx x , x s 1 k G j G 1 ; . 5
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 t i 4here, G s sbgp x N i s 0, 1, 2, . . . . One useful facet of our notation is that
 . t  .if g s x x . . . x is an element of G then w g s g s 1, g si i i1 2 r
 .  . .  .1, x x . . . x s 1, x 1, x ??? 1, x s x x ??? x .i i i i i i i q1 i q1 i q11 2 r 1 2 r 1 2 r
 .Let R denote the regular non-rooted ternary tree. We consider R as3 3
the graph obtained by joining T by an edge to an isomorphic copy T X of2 2
 .T see Fig. 2 , and we extend the action of the group A to R by requiring2 3
that its elements fix all the vertices with labels outside the monoid M.
Consider the infinite path
??? }}1919 }}19}}Ø9}}Ø}}1}}11}} ???
displayed in Fig. 2, and let t be the translation along this path. Then H is
a subgroup of the automorphism group of R , and the generator t3
corresponds to the translation t .
 .It may be as well to mention the relationship between Aut R and3
 .  .Aut T . First, the stabilizer of Ø9 in Aut R , which we denote by2 3
 .  .  .  .Stab Ø9 , is isomorphic to A = A = A i Sym 3 , where Sym 3 permutes
the components of A = A = A in the natural way. Since H acts transi-
 .  .tively on the vertices of R , it follows that Aut R s Stab Ø9 ? H.3 3
3. FUNCTIONALLY RECURSIVE AND FINITE-STATE
AUTOMORPHISMS
Certain classes of Burnside groups have been defined to act on different
types of structures. However, they can be interpreted as ``recursively''
defined automorphism of one-rooted trees. For example, Aleshin's Burn-
w xside 2-group 1 which was originally defined using two finite state Mealy
automata, can also be interpreted as the subgroup of A generated by
 .    ...    ...a s x, 1 x, b s c, 1, 1, c , where c s x, x, 1, c . Grigorchuk's group
w x5 , originally defined by permutations of subintervals of the unit interval,
can also be interpreted as the subgroup of A generated by the three
 .   ..  w x.automorphisms a s x, b s 1, c , c s x, x, b see also Merzlyakov 8 .
A general approach to extending a group K by recursively defined auto-
morphisms of one-rooted K-trees has been undertaken by Gupta and Sidki
w x6 . Our aim in this section is to investigate functionally recursive and
finite-state automorphisms.
 w x.Recall that a Mealy automaton see Eilenberg 4, p. 299 is a Turing
 .machine determined by a sextuple Q, S, G, f , l, q , where Q is the set of0
states, S is the input alphabet, G is the output alphabet, f is the state
transition function f : Q = S ª Q, l is the output function l : Q = S ª S,
and q is the initial state.0
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An automorphism a of T determines a Mealy automaton where2
 4  .  4S s G s 0, 1 , Q a s a N u g M , and the initial state is q s a . Theu 0
 .  .state transition function for a is f a , j s a if i s 0, and f a , j su u j u u
 .a if i s 1. The output function for a is l a , j s j if i s 0, andu jq1. u u u
 .l a , j s j q 1 if i s 1. In these definitions, j q 1 is computed modulou u
2. The graph for this Mealy automaton is drawn inductively using the
scheme in Fig. 3.
 y1 2 .  2 .Consider the following examples: l s l , l ? x, m s m, m ? x. The
 .  y1 .  2 . y1  y2 .states of l are Q l s l j Q l j Q l and as l s l , l ? x
2  .  .  y1 2 y2 4and l s l, l , then Q l s l , l , l , l ; the automata diagram for
l is in Fig. 4.
 .  4  2 . 2  3 3.The states of m are Q m s m j Q m . Now, m s m , m , and
2 m  3m 3m. 2 mq1more generally, for any integer m, m s m , m , m s
 3mq1 3mq1.  .  m 4m , m ? x. Thus, Q m s m N m G 1 and the automata dia-
gram for m is in Fig. 5.
An automorphism a g A is said to be a finite-state automorphism when
 .its set of states Q a is finite. Thus l is an example of a finite-state
automorphism and m is not. Let F denote the set of finite-state automor-
phisms of T . Clearly the base group G is a subset of F.2
We now define a generalization of finite-state automorphisms, which
explains the type of recursion occurring in the example m above, where
group words are used in its development. This requires first the definition
of a set of functionally recursive automorphisms. Thus let C s
 4  .a , b , . . . , g be a finite set of automorphisms of T where a s a , a ?2 0 1
ifa .  . if b .  . ifg .   .x , b s b , b ? x , . . . , g s g , g ? x . We call the set i z N0 1 0 1 f
4 z g C the initial data. Define the distinct symbols a, b, . . . , c correspond-
.ing to a , b , . . . , g as generators of a free group G, and let G* be the free
product G)G. Then the set C is said to be functionally recursi¨ e if there
FIG. 3. Mealy automaton.
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FIG. 4. Automaton l.
exist group words A , A , B , B , . . . , C , C in G* such that a is obtained0 1 0 1 0 1 0
from the word A by substituting for the symbols a, b, . . . , c the values0
a , b , . . . , g ; similarly a is obtained from A , b is obtained from B , . . . .1 1 0 0
Having defined a set of functionally recursive automorphisms we now say
that an automorphism a is functionally recursi¨ e provided it is an element
of some functionally recursive set of automorphisms C. Clearly, the above
examples l, m are functionally recursive automorphisms. Let R denote
the set of functionally recursive automorphisms of T .2
THEOREM 3.1. The set F is contained properly in R. The sets F and R
are subgroups of A with F s F X C , and R s R X C , where C is gener-2 2 2
ated by x. Furthermore, R has cardinality / .0
 . ifa .Proof. Let a s a , a ? x be an element of F. Then the set of0 1
 .states Q a is finite and is therefore a functionally recursive set, since for
 .  .any b g Q a , b and b are actually elements of Q a . Thus F ; R.0 1
 y1 .  .y1  .  .  .Let z , h g F. Then Q z s Q z and Q zh : Q z Q h . There-
fore F is a group.
 .  4  .  .  .Notice that Q a s a j Q a j Q a . Since Q a is finite, it fol-0 1
lows immediately that a , a g F. Conversely, by construction, if a ,0 1 0
a g F then a g F. Thus F s F X C .1 2
FIG. 5. Automaton m.
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Let z , h g R. Then there exist finite sets C and C of functionallyz h
recursive automorphisms as in the definition. Then C s C j C is clearlyz h
 .a finite set of functionally recursive automorphisms. Now, if i z s 0f
y 1  y 1 y 1.  .then z s z , z where z s Z a , b , g , . . . and z s0 1 0 0 1
 .  y1 . y1 y1 .Z a , b , g , . . . ; therefore, z s z s Z a , b , g , . . . , j s 0, 1. On1 j j j
 . y1  y1 y1.  y1 .the other hand, if i z s 1 then z s z , z ? x; therefore z sf 1 0 j
y1 y1  .  .z s Z a , b , g , . . . , j s 0, 1 subscripts considered modulo 2 . Forjq1 jq1
 .  .the product zh, we have that if i z s 0, then zh s z h s Z Y ,f j j j j j
 .  .j s 0, 1. On the other hand, if i z s 1 then zh s z h s Z Y ,f j j jq1 j jq1
 .j s 0, 1 subscripts considered modulo 2 . This shows that R is a group.
 . ifa .Now, let a s a , a ? x be an element of A, such that a , a g R.0 1 0 1
Then a g C , a functionally recursive set of automorphisms, j s 0, 1.j j
 4Thus, clearly C s a j C j C is also functionally recursive, and so0 1
a g R. Conversely, let z belong to a functionally recursive set of auto-
Ã 4  4morphisms C s a , b , g , . . . . Then C s a , a , b , b , g , g , . . . is also0 1 0 1 0 1
functionally recursive, since from equations of the type z s0
 .Z a , b , g , . . . one may obtain an equation for z by substituting a s0 00
 . ifa .  . if b .  . ifg .a , a ? x , b s b , b ? x , g s g , g ? x , . . . in Z and then0 1 0 1 0 1 0
computing its first component. The expression obtained is a word written
Ãin terms of elements of C. Similarly for the other component z . There-01
 .fore z and analogously z is a functionally recursive automorphism. This0 1
concludes the proof that R s R X C .2
Given a natural number k, we can enumerate all functionally recursive
sets C with k elements by enumerating all the 3k-tuples A , A , B ,0 1 0
 .  . .  .B , . . . ; i a , i b , . . . , where A , A , B , B , . . . g G* and i a ,1 f f 0 1 0 1 f
 .  4i b , . . . g 0, 1 . It follows that R has cardinality / .f 0
The connection between wreath products and finite automata is ex-
w xplored in the papers of Zarovnyi 13, 14 .
4. A KRULL]SCHMIDT THEOREM FOR G
In this section we prove the following version of the Krull]Schmidt
theorem for G:
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that a group K decomposes as a direct sum
L q ??? qL , and as M q ??? qM , where all the factors L and M are1 m 1 n i j
 4  4isomorphic to G. then, m s n, and L N i s 1, . . . , m s M N j s 1, . . . , n .i j
Recall that S denotes the pointwise stabilizer in G of the kth levelk
vertices of the tree T . Thus a general element of S can be represented as2 k
k  . kka 2 -tuple u , . . . , u , where u g G for each i s 1, . . . , 2 . The commu-1 2 i
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tator subgroup SX of S is the direct product of 2 k copies of G9, thek k
 4commutator subgroup of G. Recall also that G s gp x , . . . , x , with0, k 0 k
`  4G s D G . It is convenient to set G s 1 .ks0 0, k 0, y1
The following notation will be required in the rest of the paper: if w is
1.  .an automorphism of T then by w we mean the ordered pair w, w , and2
 iq1.   i.  i.. 0.inductively we define w s w , w . Set w s w.
We observe that the normal closure X of x in G is an abeliank k 0, k
2-group of rank 2 k contained in S . In fact X consists of automorphismsk k
k  .  4krepresented as 2 -tuples u , . . . , u where u g 1, x , i s 1, . . . , k. Also,1 2 i
for k G 1, the subgroup G splits as the product G ? X . Lastly, we0, k 0, ky1 k
will require below the fact that, for any u g G, uk . centralizes G ; for0, ky1
w k .x  w 1. x.example, x , u s 1, . . . , 1, u , x s 1.ky1
LEMMA 4.2. Let h be an element in G but not in G for some0, k 0, ky1
k G 0. Then the normal closure of h in G contains SX , the deri¨ ed subgroupkq2
of S .kq2
Proof. We will start with h s x. For w, ¨ g G we compute the commu-
w . w . xx w .  y1 .x w x .tator w, 1 , 1, ¨ , x s w, 1 , ¨ , ¨ s w, ¨ , 1 . It follows that the
w x  4 Xsubgroup G, x contains G9 = 1 , and thus also G9 = G9 s S . Now1
 . w x w x w xx, x s x , x belongs to the normal closure of x; thus G, x = G, x ,1
and hence SX s G9 = G9 = G9 = G9 is contained in the normal closure2
of x.
The general element h decomposes as h s gy where g g G and0, ky1
k . w x w x w x yw x w xy g X . For a s x we have h, a s gy, a s g, a y, a s y, a , sincek 1
a s x k . centralizes G . Now y is a 2 k-tuple where the r th position has1 0, ky1
i r  4an entry x with i g 0, 1 . Since h f G there is an index r withr 0, ky1
w x ki s 1. Now b s h, a is also a 2 -tuple but having in the r th position ther
w i r x w i r  .x  . i r kentry x , x s x , 1, x s x, x . We define, for any g g G, the 2 -tu-1
 .ple c g having the identity element in all positions except for the r th
 .  . w  .xposition, where there is to be an entry 1, g . Then, d g s b, c g is a
k  w x.2 -tuple of the same kind but with an entry 1, x, g in the r th position.
Hence we can generate in this way all possible 2 kq1-tuples with entries
w xfrom G, x which in turn contains G9 = G9. Hence, we have been able to
produce within the normal closure of h, a subgroup which is the direct
Xkq2product of 2 copies of G9, and this is S .kq2
Observe that the above argument in fact holds true more generally for
w xwreath towers, as is shown in Proposition 4 of Moller 7 . Thus, forÈ
example, if G : K : A and also K s K X C , where C is generated by x,2 2
then any normal subgroup of K contains the derived group of the
pointwise stabilizer in K of some level of T .2
 .LEMMA 4.3. 1 The intersection of non-tri¨ ial normal subgroups of G is
again non-tri¨ ial.
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 .2 The quotient of G by any non-tri¨ ial normal subgroup is an abelian
by finite 2-group.
 .3 The only soluble normal subgroup of G is the tri¨ ial subgroup.
 .4 Suppose that G is isomorphic to a normal subgroup N of the direct
 4product of groups B, D ha¨ing tri¨ ial centres. Then N is a subgroup of B = 1
 4or 1 = D.
 .Proof. 1 Let N , i s 1, 2, be non-trivial normal subgroups of G.i
Then, for i s 1, 2, N = SX for some k . Supposing k G k , SX = SX , andi k i 2 1 k ki 1 2
also N l N = SX .1 2 k 2
 . X2 A non-trivial normal subgroup N of G contains S for some k.k
Thus GrN is an image of GrSX which itself is an extension of S rSX byk k k
G .ky1
 . X3 Since S is isomorphic to a direct product of copies of G9, whichk
projects onto G, it follows that SX is not soluble; hence no non-trivialk
normal subgroup of G can be soluble.
 .  .4 Each element g g N is a pair g , g with g g B, g g D.B D B D
 4  4Define N s g N g g N , and likewise, N s g N g g N . Then N e BB B D D B
w  4x w x  4and N e D. Thus, N [ N, B = 1 s N , B = 1 and N [D 1 B 2
w  4 x  4 w xN, 1 = D s 1 = N , D are normal subgroups of N which intersectD
trivially, so that one of them, say N , is trivial. This makes N central1 B
 4  4in B, so N s 1 , and this shows N : 1 = D.B
 .Proof of Theorem 4.1. The proof follows by applying Lemma 4.3 4
repeatedly to the G-factors in the direct sum decompositions.
5. CONJUGACY CLASSES OF G
Since G s D` G , each element g g G belongs to some G .ks0 0, k 0, k
 . if  4Then g s g , g x , where g , g g G , and i g 0, 1 . In case i s0 1 0 1 0, ky1 f f
 . a0, g may be conjugated by a s y, z with y, z g G to give g s0, ky1
 y z.g , g , and therefore g and g may be replaced by their respective0 1 0 1
conjugacy class representatives, once these are chosen. On the other hand,
 . a  .if i s 1, g may be conjugated by a s g , 1 to give g s 1, h x wheref 0
 .h s g g ; we may further conjugate by b s w, w , with any w g G ,1 0 0, ky1
ab  w .so as to obtain g s 1, h x, and thus replace h by its conjugacy class
representative.
Representatives of the conjugacy classes of the elements of G will be
defined inductively, and listed in layers corresponding to the subgroups
Ä 4  4G . To start with, define C s 1 and C s x . Then C s C j C0, k y1 0 0 y1 0
is the set of representatives for G , and is ordered so that 1 - x. Next,0, 1
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Ä Ä .  .  . 4define C s 1, x , x, x , 1, x x . Then C s C j C is the set of repre-1 1 0 1
 .  .  .sentatives for G and is ordered so that 1 - x - 1, x - x, x - 1, x x.0, 2
ÄNow, inductively, having listed C , the set of representatives for G , definek k
Ä . 4  4 .C s s , s N s g C and s g C , s F s j 1 = C x. We orderkq1 0 1 0 k 1 k 0 1 k
 .  X X . Xthe first subset in such a way that s , s F s , s if, and only if, s F s0 1 0 1 1 1
and in case s s sX we require s F sX . The second subset of C is to be1 1 0 0 kq1
ordered naturally using the given order for C . Then, any element fromk
the first set is made less than any element from the second set. Finally, we
Ä Ädefine C s C j C with an ordering which makes any elementkq1 k kq1
from the first subset less than any element from the second subset.
` ÄTHEOREM 5.1. The set C s D C is a set of representati¨ es of theks0 k
conjugacy classes of G.
Proof. That each element of G is conjugate to some element from C is
clear from the first paragraph of this section.
Now suppose that s and s9 are conjugate, where s g C , s9 g C withk k 9
k F k9. We will use induction on k to show that s s s9.
If k s y1 then s s 1, the identity element of G, so clearly s9 s 1 as
well.
 .  X .Suppose first that s s 1, s x, where s g C . Then s9 s 1, s x,1 1 ky1 1
X  . gwhere s g C . If g s ¨ , w then the conjugate of s by g is s s1 k 9y1
 y1 y1 . g X ¨¨ w, w s ¨ x. Thus s s s9, if, and only if, w s ¨ , and s s s ; how-1 1 1
X  .ever, by induction s s s , so s9 s s. On the other hand, if g s ¨ , w x,1 1
g  y1 y1 . g y1then s s w s ¨ , ¨ w x. Thus s s s9, if, and only if, s s w¨ and1 1
w s ¨sX so that s¨ s sX ; again, by induction, sX s s , so s9 s s.1 1 1 1 1
 .  X X .The other case is when s s s , s . Then s9 s s , s . The argument to0 1 0 1
show that s s s9 is omitted as it follows the same type of analysis as in the
previous case.
6. INVOLUTIONS AND THEIR CENTRALIZERS IN G
 .THEOREM 6.1. 1 Suppose s is a representati¨ e of an in¨olution such
 .  .that C s ( C x for some i. Then s s x .i i
 . g i2 An automorphism of G maps each x to a conjugate x for somei i
g g G.i
It is convenient for technical reasons to include the identity element 1 in
the class of involutions. The classes of involutions are represented by 1,
Ä Ä .  .x, 1, x , x, x , etc. Let I denote the set of involutions in C , and let Ik k k
Ä .denote the set of elements in C . Then I s s , s N s g I andk kq1 0 1 0 k
Ä Ä4s g I , s F s and I s I j I .1 k 0 1 kq1 k kq1
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 .Given g g G, the centralizer of g in G is denoted simply by C g .
 .  .  4  . 4Then, C 1 s G, and C x s L q gp x , where L s g, g N g g G is a
 .subgroup isomorphic to G. In general, for s s s , s , in case s / s we0 1 0 1
 .  .  .  .   .have C s s C s = C s ; in case s s s we have C s s C s =0 1 0 1 0
 ..  4C s gp x . Note that two distinct representatives of involutions may have1
 1.   ...isomorphic centralizers. An example of this is s s x , 1, 1, x , s9 s
 .  1...  .  1..     ....   4.1, x , 1, x ; C s s C x = G = G = C x s L q gp x =
  4..  4   4.  .L q gp x gp x = G = G = L q gp x . We remark that C t contains
 4  4  4a normal subgroup isomorphic to gp x = gp x = gp x = G = G = G =
G = G.
 .Given an involution s g I , we define n s to be the number of 1's thatk 1
 .appear in its bracket development, and similarly, we define n s to be thex
 .number of x 's in this development. Then C s contains a normal subgroup
 .  .L which is isomorphic to a direct product of n s copies of C 1 s G,s 1
 .  .and n s copies of C x .x
Further, the subgroup L is isomorphic to a direct product of M ands s
 .  4N , where M is a direct product of n s copies of gp x , and N is as s x s
 .  .direct product of n s q n s copies of G. We indicate the subgroups of1 x
 .C s corresponding to M and N by the same symbols. Finally, note thats s
 .M is the centralizer of N in C s , and is therefore the maximal abelians s
 .normal subgroup of C s .
LEMMA 6.2. Let s, s9 be representati¨ es of in¨olutions in G, ha¨ing
 .  .  .  .isomorphic centralizers. Then n s s n s9 and n s s n s9 .1 1 x x
 .  .  .Proof. Since M s and M s9 are characteristic subgroups of C s and
 .  .  .C s9 , respectively, they are isomorphic, and consequently n s s n s9 .x x
 .But now, since L rM ( L rM , we see that N ( N . Thus n s ss s s9 s9 s s9 1
 .n s9 , by Theorem 4.1.1
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Suppose s is a representative of an involution
 .  .such that C s ( C x for some i. Lemma 6.2 shows x is determined byi i
 .  .  .  .the numbers n x s i s n s , and n x s 1 s n s . Thus the first1 i 1 x i x
statement that s s x follows. For the second statement, an automorphismi
 .  . aa of G maps C x into an isomorphic subgroup C k , where k s x , andi i
 .so by 6.1 2 , k is G-conjugate to x .i
7. THE ENDOMORPHISMS OF G INDUCED BY
A-CONJUGATION
 .  y1 4  .Let End G s c N c g A, c Gc : G and let N G denote the sub-A A
group of endomorphisms which normalize G. Our purpose in this section
 .is to study the semigroup of endomorphisms End G .A
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We make the following definitions. Given a group K generated by an
 4ordered set z , z , . . . , for each positive integer n, let K denote0 1 n
 4sbgp z , z , ??? . Define a rigid endomorphism z of K to be an endo-n nq1
 . k imorphism such that z z s z for some k g K. We note that the set ofi i i
rigid endomorphisms of K form a semigroup. If, in addition, k g K fori i
each i s 0, 1, . . . , then we call z positi¨ e. Note also that the set of positive
endomorphisms of K form a subsemigroup of the semigroup of rigid
endomorphisms.
In this section we will prove
 .  .THEOREM 7.1. The group Aut G is isomorphic to N G . Moreo¨er,A
 .  .Aut G contains a copy of A s Aut T .2
 .First we give a normal form to the elements of End G .A
 .PROPOSITION 7.2. Gi¨ en a g End G , there exist g g G such thatA i
a s ??? g 2.g 1.g . Con¨ersely, gi¨ en elements g g G, a s ??? g 2.g 1.g is a2 1 0 i 2 1 0
 4rigid endomorphism of G with respect to the generating set x N i G 0 .i
 . «  4Proof. Let a have the development a s u, ¨ ? x , « g 0, 1 . Then
y1 «  y1 y1. . « «  y1 y1 . «q1a xa s x u , ¨ ¨ , u x x s x u ¨ , ¨ u x is an element of G
y1  . «  . . « 1.only if g s u ¨ g G. Thus a s u, ug x s u, u 1, g x s a ? g ,1 0
 . « y1 y1 .where a s u and g s 1, g x . Since a x a s a 1, x a s1 0 1
y1 y1 y1. . . y1g a , a 1, x a , a g belongs to G we see that a xa g G0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
which implies similarly that a s a 1.g for an arbitrary g g G; we1 2 1 1
deduce that a s a  r .g  ry1. ??? g 1.g for any integer r. However, an auto-r ry1 1 0
morphism a  r . acts as the identity automorphism on T up to the r thr 2
level. Since A is the inverse limit of the quotients GrS we see thatr
a s . . . g 2.g 1.g .2 1 0
Conversely, given g g G, a s . . . g 2.g 1.g is a well-defined element ofi 2 1
 1. .1.  1. .2. 1. a k iA and a s . . . g g g s . . . g g g g s ??? , so x s x where2 1 0 3 2 1 0 i i
 i. 1.k s g ??? g g .i i 1 0
Recall that F denotes the set of finite-state automorphisms of T .2
 .PROPOSITION 7.3. Let m g End G . Then m g F if , and only if , thereA
exist a natural number m and g g G such that m s mm.g.
Proof. Suppose that m g F. Denote m by m . From Proposition 7.20
 .  4there exist m g End G , ¨ g G, l g 0, 1 such that for j G 0, m sj A j j j
1.  . l j  .  4m 1, ¨ x . Then Q m s m, m , ¨ , . . . . On substituting the expres-jq1 jq1 1 1
sion for m in m , we obtain m s m2.g for some g g G. Successive1 0 0 2 2 2
substitutions produce m s m j.g , for some g g G. More generally, for0 j j j
myj.  .m ) j, we have m s m h, for some h g G. Since Q m is finite,j m
by definition, there exist integers m, j such that m ) j and m s m .m j
Considering that m s mmy j.h, we obtain m s mmy j.h, fromj j m m
which it follows that m j. s mm.h j.. Also as mm. s m gy1 we concludem m m 0 m
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 j. y1  j.  j. y1 . j. myj.that m s m g h , and m s m h g . Therefore, m sm 0 m 0 m m 0
m. y1 .m. myj. y1 y1 .m. myj. myj.m h g s m g h g . We arrive at m s m k form m 0 m m 0 0
some k g G, as required.
m.  . jConversely, let m s m g for some m G 1, and let g s g , g x ,0 1
 4  my1. my1.. . jj g 0, 1 . Then m s m , m g , g x , from which we deduce0 1
 .  4  my1. .  my1. .Q m s m j Q m g j Q m g . Therefore, without loss in0 1
 .  4  .  .generality, we may assume m s 1; so Q m s m j Q m g j Q m g .0 1
 . lNow let gg s h , h x . Then, h , h are elements of the finite 2-group0 0 1 0 1
 . 1.  . lgenerated by Q g and m g s m gg s mh , mh x . Therefore0 0 0 1
 .  4  .  .  .  4   .4Q m g s m g j Q mh j Q mh and Q m : m sbgp Q g , which0 0 0 1
is a finite set.
  j. 4Define D to be the subgroup of G generated by x N j s 0, 1, . . . and
let D denote the closure Da of D in A as defined in Section 1; i.e., Da is
the group consisting of ``well-defined'' infinite products of elements of D.
 .We will show below that D is an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of N GA
of cardinality 2/ 0.
LEMMA 7.4. If r G s then x x  r . s x . If r - s then x x  r . s x x r.s s s s
x  r .  . x  ry1.  x  ry1..Proof. Notice that x s 1, x s 1, x . Thus if r G s thens sy1 sy1
x  r .    x  rys.... x  r .    x ...x s 1, . . . 1, x s x . If r - s then x s 1, . . . 1, x ss s s syr
x xr r   ...1, . . . 1, x s x .syr s
From this lemma it follows that D is abelian, since, if r ) s then
 r .  s.   rys. . s.   rys.. s.  s.  r .x x s x x s xx s x x . It is easy to see that D is
  j. 4freely generated by x N j s 0, 1, . . . , so that D consists of elements
 i2 .2. i1.1. i0  4d s . . . x x x where each i g 0, 1 , and clearly has cardinalityj
2/ 0.
 i2 .2. i1.1. i0LEMMA 7.5. Let d s . . . x x x be an element of D. Then
x d s xw, where w s x i jy 1 ??? x i1 x i0.j j jy1 1 0
 jq1. i j. j. i0Proof. This follows from the observation that d s u x ??? x
 jq1.  j.and x commutes with both u and x .j
Consider now an arbitrary endomorphism a of G defined by x a s x uii i
where u g G.i
Suppose that for some i, u involves x where k - i, and that k is thei k
«  4least such. However, u has a normal form u s ¨ x z x , « g 0, 1 , wherei i i k i k
¨ , z g G . Notice that if « s 0 then x ui s x¨ i x k z i s x¨ i x k. Thus u mayi i kq1, ` i i i i
be replaced by ¨ x , where ¨ g G , and we say that u involves xi k i kq1, ` i k
essentially. If « s 1 then x ui s x¨ i x k z i x k s x¨ i, so we may replace u byi i i i
¨ g G ; and u does not involve x essentially.i kq1, ` i k
LEMMA 7.6. Suppose that for some i, u in¨ol¨ es x essentially for k - i.i k
Then, for each l ) k, u also in¨ol¨ es x essentially.l k
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 .Proof. We consider the two cases where, for some l ) k l / i , ul
does not involve x essentially.k
 . ul ¨ k a ulCase a . u g G . Both x , x g G and so x s x com-l kq1, ` l k kq1, ` l l
mutes with x a s x¨ i x k ; however, we now derive the contradiction that xi i l
commutes with x with i / l.i
 .Case b . u f G . Here, u involves essentially an x , t - k, wherel kq1, ` l t
we may take t to be the least such. Then u can be replaced with ¨ xl l t
where ¨ g G , and as x a s x¨ i x k g G : G , we again derivel tq1, ` i i kq1, ` tq1, `
the contradiction that x commutes with x .l i
 . q qPROPOSITION 7.7. Set E s End G . Then E s E D, where E isA
the set of positi¨ e endomorphisms of G with respect to the generating set
 4x N i G 0 .i
Proof. There is a d g D such that for each i s 0, 1, . . . , x ad s xw i withi i
 i2 .2. i1.1. i0w g G . It suffices to choose d s . . . x x x in such a wayi iq1, `
athat i s 1 whenever x involves essentially an x with k - i.k i k
LEMMA 7.8. Fix i and let w g G , so that w s ht i for some h gi iq1, ` i i i
 y1 . i.G . Then conjugation by the element x h x induces an inner auto-1, ` 0 i 0
 . w imorphism of G such that x ª x j / i and x ª x .j j i i
 .u i.  u iy j..Proof. Consider g s x . If j - i then g s 1, . . . , 1, x s xj j j j
 .  u .j repetitions of 1 . On the other hand, if j G i then g s 1, . . . , xj jyi
 . y1i repetitions of 1 . Thus, if u s x h x we see that g s x when0 i 0 j j
j ) i since x commutes with x h x . If i s j we have x u sjy i 0 i 0 jyi
y1 y1 y1  hi.x h x x x h x s x h x h x s h x h , so that g s 1, . . . , 1, x s0 i 0 0 0 i 0 0 i 0 i 0 i 0 i i 0ith wi ix s x .i i
PROPOSITION 7.9. Any rigid endomorphism « of G with respect to the
 4  .generating set x N i G 0 is induced by an element of End G .i A
Proof. By Proposition 7.7 there is a d g D such that « s sd induces
an endomorphism of G with x s s xw i, and w g G . Then w s ht ii i i iq1, ` i i
where h g G . It is straightforward to check that w si 1, `
yx 2. yx 1. yx s w0 0 0 .  .. . . h h h is an element of A, and that x s x .2 1 0 i i
 .  .PROPOSITION 7.10. A s Aut T is embedded in Aut G .2
Proof. By Lemma 7.8, for each i s 0, 1, . . . and j ) i, there are inner
 . x jautomorphisms v of G such that x ª x k / i and x ª x . Thesei, j k k i i
 . i.are induced by conjugation by the elements x x x .0 jyi 0
Observe that if ¨ g G is in reduced form, then ¨y1 x ¨ is also iniq1, ` i
reduced form, once ¨y1 is rewritten in reduced form. It follows from this
 4that W s gp v N j s i q 1, . . . , i q m generates a subgroup ofi, iqm i, j
 .Inn G , the group of inner automorphisms of G, with W ( Gi, iqm 0, my1
under the correspondence v ª x , j s i q 1, . . . , i q m.i, j j
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 4  4  4 4Now let p s 0, 1 , 2, 3, 4 , 5, 6, 7, 8 , . . . be a partition of the non-
w xnegative integers. Notice that for two different intervals in p , p, p q m
w xand q, q q n , we always have q ) p q m or p ) q q n. This ensures that
the elements of W and W commute element-wise. For everyp, pqm q, qqn
w xp, p q m g p , and given some element a g W , the productp, pqm p, pqm
 w x 4a s  a N p, p q m g p represents a well-defined element ofp, pqm
 .  w x 4Aut G . Hence W ( = W N p, p q m g p , the Cartesian product,p, pqm
 .is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut G . But then, because of our choice of
partition p , and by the first paragraph, we have that W is isomorphic to
 4P s = G N m s 1, 2, . . . .0, my1
Now P is residually a finite 2-group, with normal series P s = G Ni 0, j
4  .j s i, i q 1, . . . , i s 0, 1, . . . , and so P is embedded in A s Aut T . On2
the other hand, any residually finite 2-group is clearly embedded in P,
since any finite 2-group is embedded in G for some k. Therefore, A is0, k
embedded in P.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. By Theorem 6.1 each automorphism of G maps
each x to a conjugate x g i for some g g G, and so is rigid. Proposition 7.9i i i
shows that all rigid endomorphisms are actually induced by elements of
 .  .  .End G . Thus Aut G ( N G .A A
The second part of Theorem 7.1 is proved in Proposition 7.10.
 .8. A SUBSEMIGROUP OF END GA
Let g g G and consider the element of A defined recursively by
 . 1. .  .2. .1. .a s a g, a s a g, 1 . Thus a s . . . g, 1 g, 1 g, 1 . The main re-
sult of this section is
 1. . 4THEOREM 8.1. Let S s a N a s a g, 1 , g g G . Then S is a subsemi-
 .  . y1  4group of End G with the property that End G l S s 1 .A A
By Proposition 7.3, every endomorphism of G induced by a finite-state
automorphism of T is of the form m s mm.g, for some integer m G 02
 .and g g G. Thus S : F. On the other hand D is contained in F l N G .A
It would be interesting to describe those elements g g G such that m is an
an automorphism of G.
We establish some preliminary results towards the proof of Theorem
8.1.
 . y1  .LEMMA 8.2. If a s a g, a then a Ga : G, so that a g End G .A
Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 7.2.
LEMMA 8.3. S is a semigroup under multiplication.
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 .  .Proof. Given a s a g, a , b s b h, b with g, h g G, ab s
 .  b . ba g b h, ab s ab g h, ab . But from Lemma 8.2 we have g g G, so
bg h g G and therefore ab g S.
y1  y1 4We now study S and the semigroup S s a N a g S in some detail.
1. .  . 1. y1Note that a s a g, 1 s w, 1 a , where w s a ga . Of course,
y1 y1. y1 . y1 .  y1 . y1. . 1. .a s a w , 1 . So, a 1, ¨ a s g , 1 a 1, ¨ a g, 1 s
 y1 .1, a ¨a .
LEMMA 8.4. ay1 Ga s G if , and only if , w s a gay1 g G.
Proof. If ay1 Ga s G then G s a Gay1, and consequently we have
y1 1. .  y1 . y1 .  y1 .  y1 .a xa s a g, 1 x g , 1 a s w, w x g G. Thus w, w g G,
y1  y1 .so that w g G. Conversely, w g G implies y s a xa s w, w x g G.0
Thus x s ay1 y a g ay1 Ga . Assume now that x s ay1 y a g ay1 Ga .0 n n
 .  y1 . y1 . y1Then x s 1, x s 1, a y a s a 1, y a g a Ga . Thus induc-nq1 n n n
 4 y1 y1tion shows that x , x , . . . : a Ga , so that G : a Ga : G, or0 1
y1a Ga s G.
y1 y1  .Consequently, if w f G then a Ga > G, and so a f End G .A
 .Now, take 1 / g g G, and let g x , . . . , x be the normal form for g,l s
 4written in terms of the generators x , x , . . . of G, with x the least0 1 l
subscript generator, and x the greatest subscript generator involved. Lets
r .    ...  .g s w g s 1, 1, . . . 1, g where brackets are taken r times sr
 .g x , . . . , x . Certainly g g G .lqr sqr r r , `
y1  y1 y1 4LEMMA 8.5. a Ga s gp g x g , g x g , . . . .1 0 1 2 1 2
y1  y1 .  .  y1 . y1Proof. First a x a s g , g x s 1, g x 1, g s g x g . For0 0 0 1 0 1
y1  y1 .  y1 .the induction step, a x a s 1, a x a s 1, g x g snq1 n nq1 n nq1
y1 y1 . . .1, g 1, x 1, g s g x g .nq1 n nq1 nq2 nq1 nq2
y1 i .  4Let a s g x g ; hence a s w a . Let H s gp a , a , . . . , ai iq1 i iq1 i 0 p, q p pq1 q
where 0 F p F q. Then H is a subgroup of G and a H a sj, ` j, ` jy1 j, ` jy1
g x gy1H g x gy1 s x gy1H g x is contained in the subgroupj jy1 j j, ` j jy1 j jy1 j j, ` j jy1
 4x G x , so we see that the pair a H a , H generates itsjy1 j, ` jy1 jy1 j, ` jy1 j, `
y1  .direct product in a Ga . Now the map x ª a i s 0, 1, . . . induces ani i
endomorphism of G onto ay1 Ga . Thus the normal form for elements of
 4G in terms of the generators x , x , . . . induces a similar normal form for0 1
y1  4the elements of a Ga in terms of the generators a , a , . . . .0 1
LEMMA 8.6. x g H if , and only if , g g H .0 0, m 1 1, m
Proof. If g g H then clearly x s gy1a g g H .1 1, m 0 1 0 1 0, m
 y1Conversely, if x g H then since a is the only generator of a Ga0 0, m 0
. y1to involve x when x is written in terms of the generators of a Ga , a0 0 0
has to be involved. The normal form reduction procedure shows that
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x s ua ¨ where u, ¨ g H , since making ay1 Ga abelian shows that0 0 1, m
x s ua ¨a is not a possiblity. Then x s ug x gy1 ¨ , or x ug x s ¨y1g0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
where u, ¨ , g g G ; the direct product structure shows g s uy1 s ¨ , so1 1, ` 1
that g g H .1 1, m
LEMMA 8.7. If g s g s x then ay1 Ga / G.0
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that ay1 Ga s G, so that x g ay1 Ga .0
Then x g H for some m which we choose to be the least such. By0 0, m
Lemma 8.6 we have that x s g g H . But then x g H by1 1 1, m 0 0, my1
y1 .applying w . This contradicts the choice of m.
We are now ready to begin the proof of the main theorem. Lemma 8.7
 .establishes this theorem in case g s x ; the general case g s g x , . . . , x0 l s
will be handled in a similar way. Thus we suppose ay1 Ga s G, so that
x g ay1 Ga . Let m be chosen to be the least positive integer with0
x g H . By Lemma 8.6 we have g g H ; thus, in fact g s g s0 0, m 1 1, m 0
y1 .w g g H .1 0, my1
We remark that a is the generator of ay1 Ga with least subscript tol
 .appear when g is written in normal form as an element of H . To see0, my1
this, suppose a is the generator of ay1 Ga with least subscript whichk
occurs in this normal form for g , with k - l. Here a s g x gy1 withk kq1 k kq1
g g G . The normal form reduction procedure shows that eitherkq1 kq1, `
 .  .  41 g s ua ¨ , or 2 g s ua ¨a where u, ¨ g sbgp a , a , . . . :k k k kq1 kq2
 . y1G . The form 1 cannot occur, as g s ua ¨ s ug x g ¨ , wherekq1, ` k kq1 k kq1
ug , gy1 ¨ g G ; thus x , and so a , would have to be involved inkq1 kq1 kq1, ` k k
the normal form for g in G which contradicts the choice of l. For the form
 . y1 y1 y12 we conclude that g s ug x g ¨g x g s ux g ¨g x .kq1 k kq1 kq1 k kq1 k kq1 kq1 k
Since x has to reduce when applying the normal form procedure in G, wek
see that gy1 ¨g s 1, or ¨ s 1; so g s u which did not involve x tokq1 kq1 k
begin with.
yl  .Since g g H we have g [ w g g H . This generic neg-0, my1 yl 0, myly1
ative subscript notation will be used below without further comment. We
separate the following crucial step in our argument as the next lemma.
LEMMA 8.8. Let j g G be such that x is the generator with least subscriptl
in¨ol¨ ed in the normal form for j . If j g H then j s ux ¨ oryl 0, my1 yl 0
j s ux ¨x where u, ¨ g H .yl 0 0 1, m
Proof. The normal form certainly implies that j s ux ¨ or j syl 0 yl
ux ¨x where u, ¨ g G .0 0 1, `
Case 1. j s ux ¨ g H . Since x occurs once in j , in theyl 0 0, my1 0 yl
normal form for ay1 Ga , a has to occur once only as well}this follows0
on abelianizing G. Thus ux ¨ s ca d where c, d g H : G . Then0 0 1, my1 1, `
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ux ¨ s cg x gy1d, or, x uy1cg x s ¨dy1g where uy1cg , ¨dy1 g G .0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1, `
The direct product structure now gives u s cg , ¨ s gy1d. Since c, d g1 1
H : H and g g H we conclude that u, ¨ g H .1, my1 1, m 1 1, m 1, m
Case 2. j s ux ¨x g H . Since x occurs twice in j , in theyl 0 0 0, my1 0 yl
normal form for ay1 Ga , a has to occur twice as well}this follows on0
abelianizing G. Thus ux ¨x s ca da where c, d g H : G . Then0 0 0 0 1, my1 1, `
ux ¨x s cg x gy1dg x gy1 s cx gy1dg x , or, ux ¨ s cx gy1dg , or,0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
x cy1 ux s gy1dg ¨y1. The direct product structure now gives u s c,0 0 1 1
¨ s gy1dg . Since c, d g H : H and g g H we conclude that1 1 1, my1 1, m 1 1, m
u, ¨ g H .1, m
Proof of Theorem 8.1. Before proceeding to the formal proof, a specific
example may serve at this point to illustrate the remaining argument. Take
g s x x x x x . Assume m is chosen to be the least with x g H , as2 0 1 2 0 0 0, m
taken above. Lemma 8.6 shows that g g H , or that x x x x x g H ;1 1, m 3 1 2 3 1 1, m
thus g s x x x x x g H . Lemma 8.8 now implies that x and2 0 1 2 0 0, my1 2
x x g H . But x g H gives x g H , contradicting the1 2 1, m 1 1, m 0 0, my1
minimalityof m.
Now, for the general argument, we apply Lemma 8.8 to g , so that
g s ux ¨ or g s ux ¨x where u, ¨ g H . Here ¨ / 1 in caseyl 0 yl 0 0 1, m
g s ux ¨x , because g was assumed initially to involve x . Also the caseyl 0 0 l
u s ¨ s 1 with g s ux ¨ has already been handled in Lemma 8.7.yl 0
However, u and ¨ have strictly smaller lengths in terms of their normal
form expressions than did g . Let h be one of u, ¨ ; we may suppose
without loss in generality that h / 1. Then h g H , or in other words,1, m
h g H . If x is the generator with least subscript involved in ay1 0, my1 n
 .normal form for h so that n G 1 then h g H also. On applyingyn 0, my1
Lemma 8.8 once more, we see that h s u9x ¨ 9, or h s u9x ¨ 9xyn 0 yn 0 0
where u9, ¨ 9 g H . But u9, ¨ 9 have strictly smaller lengths in terms of1, m
their normal form expression than did h. Moreover, either u9 / 1 / ¨ 9, or
else h s x . Also uX , ¨ X g H .yn 0 y1 y1 0, my1
Since g has finite length, continuing in this way we eventually deduce
that x g H . This contradicts the choice of m, and concludes the0 0, my1
proof of Theorem 8.1.
9. A TORSION-FREE ABELIAN GROUP
Here we study a particular subsemigroup of S; C s a N a si i
  iy1. . 4a x , a ; i s 1, 2, . . . . An interesting power series representationi i
 4given below will enable us to deal fairly explicitly with gp C .
 k . 4The study of C is aided by the observation that x N k s 0, 1, . . .
generates freely an elementary abelian 2-subgroup X of G. The commuta-
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tivity of X follows from the fact that x commutes with x k . for any k G 0;
 r .  s.   rys. . s.   rys.. s.  s.  r .further, if r ) s then x x s x x s xx s x x . Now
k .  k .each x acts non-trivially on T at level k, and this implies that x N2
4k s 0, 1, . . . generates freely.
   iy1. . 4THEOREM 9.1. Let C s a N a s a x , a ; i s 1, 2, . . . . Then thei i i i
 .group generated by C is a torsion-free abelian subgroup of End G l FA
 4freely generated by the set a N i s 1, 3, 5, . . . .i
LEMMA 9.2. x k .a i s x kqi.x k ., k s 0, 1, . . . .
y1   iy1. y1 y1.  iy1..Proof. First, we observe a xa s x a , a a , a x x si i i i i i
  iy1.  iy1..  i.  sy1.a ix , x x s x x. Next let s ) 1 and by induction x s
 sy1qi.  sy1.  s.a i   iy1.  sy1.a i  iy1.  sy1.a i.x x . Thus x s x x x , x so that, using the
 s.a i   sy1.a i.1.   sy1qi.  sy1..1.  sqi.  s.fact that X is abelian, x s x s x x s x x .
LEMMA 9.3. The group generated by C is abelian and a 2 s a , for i G 1.i 2 i
  iqjy1.  jy1.  iy1. .Proof. We simply compute a a s a a x x x , a a andi j i j i j
2 2  iy1.a  iy1. 2 2 2 iy1. 2i .  .a s a x x , a s a x , a s a .i i i i i 2 i
t  . t x  . tNote that u g G implies u s 1, u and u s u, 1 so that u com-
mutes with ut x; consequently u1. s utut x s ut x ut and we may express
1. z  . 0. z 0u s u where z s t x q 1 s tx q t. Of course x s x s x . Next as-
 sy1. z sy 1  s.   sy1..1.  z sy 1. z z ssuming x s x we see that x s x s x s x , so
kk . zmathematical induction shows that x s x for k s 0, 1, . . . .
 z k 4  .Thus X s gp x N k s 0, 1, . . . , and we may represent uniquely any
u k  .element of X in the form x where u s u z finite summation andk
 4each u g 0, 1 . Let X* denote the closure of X in the completion A ofk
 . uG; then any element in X* can be represented uniquely in the form x
where u s u z k, with possibly infinite summation. Since x 2 s 1 thek
ww xxelements u range over Z z the formal power series ring in one2
indeterminate z over F the field of two elements.
By Lemma 9.2 we have x a i s x z ix s x1qz i. Consequently we see that in
X* we have x a
y1
i s x1qz iqz 2 iq? ? ?. The same lemma shows that x z k a i s x a i z k,
so that a extends to an endomorphism of X* with an inverse ay1 whichi i
also extends to an endomorphism of X*.
 4There is, consequently, a representation of gp C acting as a group of
automorphisms of X*. To prove Theorem 9.1 it now suffices to prove the
following proposition. The authors thank Alexander Lichtman for provid-
ing the proof given below.
 3 5 4PROPOSITION 9.4. The set 1 q z, 1 q z , 1 q z , . . . generates freely a
ww xxfree abelian subgroup K of the formal power series ring Z z .2
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Proof. We first check that K is torsion-free. Any element of K has the
 .2 2 2form 1 q w where z divides w. Now 1 q w s 1 q w , and since z
 .2 nq1divides w, it follows there can be no 2-torsion. Also 1 q w s
 . .2 n1 q w 1 q w s 1 q w q ??? / 1 since z divides w, so there cannot
be odd torsion.
 2 nq1. rSuppose now by way of contradiction 1 q z belongs to the
 2 ny14sbgp 1 q z, . . . , 1 q z . We express this as a relation in the form
 . 2 nq1. r  .L z 1 q z s L z , with L and L products of positi¨ e powers of1 2 1 2
the elements 1 q z, . . . , 1 q z 2 ny1. Let P denote the extension field of F,
 .obtained by adjoining a primitive 2n q 1 st root of unity « . The field of
fractions of rational functions in the variable z with coefficients in F
embeds in the field of fractions of rational functions in the variable z with
 . 2 nq1.  .  .coefficients in P. Now 0 s L « 1 q « s L « . But L « is a1 2 2
product of positive powers of 1 q « , . . . , 1 q « 2 ny1, each of which is
non-zero; since there are no zero-divisors in a field of fractions we obtain a
contradiction.
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